We discuss the "rate of averages" versus the "average of rates" in the case of the impact factor. Synchronous as well as diachronous journal impact factors are sensitive to adding non-cited articles (to the denominator). This is a consequence of basic properties of elementary arithmetic. Our findings provide a rationale for not taking uncitable publications into account in impact factor calculations, at least if these items are truly uncitable, that is, are never cited.
Introduction
During recent years our field has gone through a paradigm shift (Opthof & Leydesdorff, 2010; van Raan et al., 2010a and b) . Should one calculate ratios of averages (RoA) or averages of ratios (AoR)? Discussions centred mainly on the so-called Leiden Crown Indicator (although proposed first by colleagues from the Hungarian Academy of Science (Schubert & Braun, 1986) ), which used to be calculated as CpP / FCSm (Moed et al., 1995) . For a research group this means: the average number of citations received (during a given publication and citation window) divided by the weighted (according to the number of publications in each field) average number of citations received in the corresponding field.
Opponents have come to a consensus that calculating an average of ratios is the proper approach (Gingras & Larivière, 2011) . The most convincing reason for this conclusion is the requirement that such indicators should be consistent (Waltman et al., 2011) . Simply stated this means that when a performance indicator I is determined for actors A and B resulting in I(A) < I(B) then it should not be possible that the operation of adding the same article with the same number of citations to both sets, leads to a reversal of the order in the mutual ranking: I(A) > I(B). It could be shown that this contradictory behaviour is possible for the traditional crown indicator (a ratio of averages), while the so-called Karolinska-Amsterdam indicator (an average of ratios) (Lundberg, 2007) does not have this problem.
In this note we elaborate on the differences between rates of averages and the average of rates for the case of the impact factor as a quotient. We show that, due to the arithmetic operations involved in the determination of synchronous and diachronous journal impact factors, such indicators have a counterintuitive behaviour. Concretely, it is possible that the impact factor of journal J is larger than the impact factor of journal J' and that adding the same number of non-cited articles to both sets reverses the mutual order.
Journal impact factors
We recall the definitions of the synchronous and the diachronous journal impact factor. The n-year synchronous impact factor of journal J in year Y is defined as (Rousseau, 1988) : (1) In this formula the number of citations received by journal J (from all members of the pool of sources under consideration) in the year Y, by articles published in the year X, is denoted as CIT J (Y,X), where, for simplicity we have not included the index J. Similarly, PUB(Z) denotes the number of articles published by this same journal in the year Z. We made it clear in equation (1) that the standard synchronous journal impact factor is a ratio of averages. Hence we will denote it as RAIF. When n = 2 one obtains the classical Garfield (1972) journal impact factor. Since a few years also the 5-year journal impact factor is provided in Thomson Reuters' Web of Science. The term 'synchronous' refers to the fact that the citation data used to calculate it are data collected in the same year. We next recall the definition of the diachronous impact factor.
The n-year diachronous impact factor of journal J for the year Y, denoted as IMP n (J,Y), is defined as (2) where s = 0 or 1, depending on whether one includes the year of publication or not. The term 'diachronous' refers to the fact that the data that are used to calculate this impact factor derive from a number of different years with a starting point somewhere in the past and encompassing subsequent years (Ingwersen et al., 2001 ).
Z-consistency
We consider the following form of consistency. If a performance indicator I is calculated for journals J and J' and I(J) < I(J') then, if we add the same number of publications with zero citations, we require that also for the new situation I(J) < I(J'). As this notion of consistency differs from the one introduced by Waltman and van Eck (Waltman & van Eck, 2009; Waltman et al., 2011) or by Marchant (2008) , under the name of independence, we refer to it as Z-consistency (Z for zero citations). Recall that, for good reasons, the notion of consistency as defined by Waltman and van Eck (Waltman & van Eck, 2009; Waltman et al., 2011) refers to cases where the number of publications (in the denominator) is the same for both journals. We do not add this requirement, but focus on increasing the denominator resulting in Z-inconsistency. Consider the following example (see Table 1a ). A simple variation of Table 1a shows that also the diachronous impact does not satisfy this property either, see Table 1b . 
AoR versus RoA
We have shown that the standard synchronous impact factor is of the RoA-form and that it does not satisfy Z-consistency. Let us analyze whether perhaps an AoR-form of the synchronous impact factor behaves better in this respect. First we define the ARIF as:
However, it turns out that the AoR-form behaves even worse with respect to Zconsistency. Indeed, consider the case of a two-year impact factor (ARIF 2 ) and assume that journals J and J' have each year the same number of publications. . Adding the name number of zero-cited publications to both, does not change the total number of citations received, and hence J's standard impact factor stays smaller than J' (of course the two impact factors decrease). The same argument holds for the n-year synchronous impact factor (RAcase). This, however, does not hold for ARIF. Consider the example shown in Table 2 . It is easy to find similar examples for any n-synchronous impact factor calculated in the AoR way.
Conclusion
Clearly, as a consequence of simple arithmetic Z-inconsistency is a normal mathematical property related to taking ratios. For the calculation of synchronous impact factors, the standard RoA approach is to be preferred above the AoR approach. Our findings provide a rationale for not taking uncitable publications into account in impact factor calculations, at least if these items are truly uncitable, that is, are really never cited.
